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Motivations

Why measure spin current?

- Spintronics (quantum and classical)

- Hard to infer spin physics from 
charge transport

Why measure in semiconductors (vs metals)?

- Spin physics of interacting electrons

- Exquisite control of material system

- Electrical control of spin
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A V

Spin injector
(polarizer)

Spin detector
(analyzer)

Measuring spin currents electrically:
	 a polarizer/analyzer geometry
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(spin currents without charge currents)

Charge current flows to left, spin current to right

A V

Nonlocal geometry generates pure spin currents

Jedema, van Wees et al, Nature 
2002; see also Johnson and 
Silsbee, PRL 1985.
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Nanostructures in GaAs/AlGaAs electron gas 

Gates

This material:

Gate Voltage(s)

Bias 
Voltage
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!s = 50µm

Density: # = mass
volume

Static fluids: Inside a fluid, if point 1 is lower than point 2 by a distance h, the pressure P1 = P2 + #gh

Moving fluids: For two points along a streamline, assuming zero viscosity and compressability, P1 +
#gh1 + 1

2#v2
1 = P2 + #gh2 + 1

2#v2
2, where h1 is the height of point 1, v1 is the velocity at point 1, etc.

Definitions:
1. For decoupled electrons, | %&' is the ground state and | &%' is "N higher in energy.
2. S is defined as | %&' ( | &%', and T0 is | %&'+ | &%'.
3. This means that | %&' is S + T0, and | &%' is T0 ( S.

T2* measurement:

1. Start in S(0,2).
2. Adiabatic transfer to S(1,1) far detuned, where S(1,1) is not an eigenstate.
This adiabatic transfer implies moving slower than tunnel coupling through
the S(0,2)-S(1,1) degeneracy (so you don’t stay in S(0,2)), but then moving
quickly on the timescale of "N to the far detuned position so that you stay in
S(1,1) rather than the ground state of the system.
3. Initial state is | %&'( | &%', state evolves as | %&'( ei!N t| &%'. After time t1
state is (T0 + S)( ei!N t1(T0 ( S).
4. After time t1 reproject on S(1,1).

Spin echo:

1
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Device geometry

Charge current flows to left, 
spin current to right

A V

300μm
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Device geometry

300μm

1μm channel width

Charge current flows to left, 
spin current to right

A V
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Device geometry

300μm

1μm channel width

Charge current flows to left, 
spin current to right

A V

Quasiballistic: momentum relaxation length ~ 20um, >> channel width
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Device geometry

Point contact injector/detectorsCharge current flows to left, 
spin current to right

A V
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Quantum point contact:
	 A spin injector without ferromagnets

Gate voltage (mV) 

g 
(e

2 /h
)

Quantized Conductance

---------- B = 0T 
---------- B =10T

Spin-resolved plateau, transmits only spin up

In-plane 
B=10T

A

Vgate

1µm
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Spin injectors are spin detectors too

Equilibrium spin population 
→ No voltage detected

Nonequilibrium spin population 
→ Voltage records μup - μdown 
when spin selective
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Detecting spin currents

A V

In-plane 
B=10TDetector spacing 10μm
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Detecting spin currents
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Temperature Dependence
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Enhanced g factor in low density QPC ⇒ 
spin current still significant at T=2.2K!

B=10T
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Diffusion Length
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!s = 50µm

Density: " = mass
volume

Static fluids: Inside a fluid, if point 1 is lower than point 2 by a distance h, the pressure P1 = P2 + "gh

Moving fluids: For two points along a streamline, assuming zero viscosity and compressability, P1 +
"gh1 + 1

2"v2
1 = P2 + "gh2 + 1

2"v2
2, where h1 is the height of point 1, v1 is the velocity at point 1, etc.

Definitions:
1. For decoupled electrons, | "#$ is the ground state and | #"$ is #N higher in energy.
2. S is defined as | "#$ % | #"$, and T0 is | "#$+ | #"$.
3. This means that | "#$ is S + T0, and | #"$ is T0 % S.

T2* measurement:

1. Start in S(0,2).
2. Adiabatic transfer to S(1,1) far detuned, where S(1,1) is not an eigenstate.
This adiabatic transfer implies moving slower than tunnel coupling through
the S(0,2)-S(1,1) degeneracy (so you don’t stay in S(0,2)), but then moving
quickly on the timescale of #N to the far detuned position so that you stay in
S(1,1) rather than the ground state of the system.
3. Initial state is | "#$% | #"$, state evolves as | "#$% ei!N t| #"$. After time t1
state is (T0 + S)% ei!N t1(T0 % S).
4. After time t1 reproject on S(1,1).

Spin echo:

1. Start in S(0,2).
2. Adiabatic transfer to S(1,1) far detuned, where S(1,1) is not an eigenstate
as above.
3. State evolves as | "#$%ei!N t| #"$. After time t1 state is (T0+S)%ei!N t1(T0%
S).
4. After time t1, pulse fast to position with S, T0 eigenstates and J splitting
(S is ground state). You know J at this value of detuning from ”spin funnel.”
State is initially (T0 + S) % ei!N t1(T0 % S), and evolves as (eiJtT0 + S) %
ei!N t1(eiJtT0 % S).
5. After time t2 = $/J , state is (%T0 + S) % ei!N t1(%T0 % S) which is %| #"
$+ ei!N t1 | "#$. Pulse back to far detuned position.
6. State evolves as %ei!N t| #"$ + ei!N t1 | "#$. After time t = t1 the state
| "#$ % | #"$ has reemerged (times a global phase factor of ei!N t1).

1

Assumes constant detector 
polarization.  
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!s = 50µm

Density: # = mass
volume

Static fluids: Inside a fluid, if point 1 is lower than point 2 by a distance h, the pressure P1 = P2 + #gh

Moving fluids: For two points along a streamline, assuming zero viscosity and compressability, P1 +
#gh1 + 1

2#v2
1 = P2 + #gh2 + 1

2#v2
2, where h1 is the height of point 1, v1 is the velocity at point 1, etc.

Definitions:
1. For decoupled electrons, | #$% is the ground state and | $#% is "N higher in energy.
2. S is defined as | #$% & | $#%, and T0 is | #$%+ | $#%.
3. This means that | #$% is S + T0, and | $#% is T0 & S.

T2* measurement:

1. Start in S(0,2).
2. Adiabatic transfer to S(1,1) far detuned, where S(1,1) is not an eigenstate.
This adiabatic transfer implies moving slower than tunnel coupling through
the S(0,2)-S(1,1) degeneracy (so you don’t stay in S(0,2)), but then moving
quickly on the timescale of "N to the far detuned position so that you stay in
S(1,1) rather than the ground state of the system.
3. Initial state is | #$%& | $#%, state evolves as | #$%& ei!N t| $#%. After time t1
state is (T0 + S)& ei!N t1(T0 & S).
4. After time t1 reproject on S(1,1).

Spin echo:

1
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Diffusion Length
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Assumes infinite channels

(channel length >>        ) Vspin(x) ! Iinj
R
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!s = 50µm

Density: " = mass
volume

Static fluids: Inside a fluid, if point 1 is lower than point 2 by a distance h, the pressure P1 = P2 + "gh

Moving fluids: For two points along a streamline, assuming zero viscosity and compressability, P1 +
"gh1 + 1

2"v2
1 = P2 + "gh2 + 1

2"v2
2, where h1 is the height of point 1, v1 is the velocity at point 1, etc.

Definitions:
1. For decoupled electrons, | "#$ is the ground state and | #"$ is #N higher in energy.
2. S is defined as | "#$ % | #"$, and T0 is | "#$+ | #"$.
3. This means that | "#$ is S + T0, and | #"$ is T0 % S.

T2* measurement:

1. Start in S(0,2).
2. Adiabatic transfer to S(1,1) far detuned, where S(1,1) is not an eigenstate.
This adiabatic transfer implies moving slower than tunnel coupling through
the S(0,2)-S(1,1) degeneracy (so you don’t stay in S(0,2)), but then moving
quickly on the timescale of #N to the far detuned position so that you stay in
S(1,1) rather than the ground state of the system.
3. Initial state is | "#$% | #"$, state evolves as | "#$% ei!N t| #"$. After time t1
state is (T0 + S)% ei!N t1(T0 % S).
4. After time t1 reproject on S(1,1).

Spin echo:

1. Start in S(0,2).
2. Adiabatic transfer to S(1,1) far detuned, where S(1,1) is not an eigenstate
as above.
3. State evolves as | "#$%ei!N t| #"$. After time t1 state is (T0+S)%ei!N t1(T0%
S).
4. After time t1, pulse fast to position with S, T0 eigenstates and J splitting
(S is ground state). You know J at this value of detuning from ”spin funnel.”
State is initially (T0 + S) % ei!N t1(T0 % S), and evolves as (eiJtT0 + S) %
ei!N t1(eiJtT0 % S).
5. After time t2 = $/J , state is (%T0 + S) % ei!N t1(%T0 % S) which is %| #"
$+ ei!N t1 | "#$. Pulse back to far detuned position.
6. State evolves as %ei!N t| #"$ + ei!N t1 | "#$. After time t = t1 the state
| "#$ % | #"$ has reemerged (times a global phase factor of ei!N t1).
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Density: # = mass
volume

Static fluids: Inside a fluid, if point 1 is lower than point 2 by a distance h, the pressure P1 = P2 + #gh

Moving fluids: For two points along a streamline, assuming zero viscosity and compressability, P1 +
#gh1 + 1

2#v2
1 = P2 + #gh2 + 1

2#v2
2, where h1 is the height of point 1, v1 is the velocity at point 1, etc.

Definitions:
1. For decoupled electrons, | #$% is the ground state and | $#% is "N higher in energy.
2. S is defined as | #$% & | $#%, and T0 is | #$%+ | $#%.
3. This means that | #$% is S + T0, and | $#% is T0 & S.

T2* measurement:

1. Start in S(0,2).
2. Adiabatic transfer to S(1,1) far detuned, where S(1,1) is not an eigenstate.
This adiabatic transfer implies moving slower than tunnel coupling through
the S(0,2)-S(1,1) degeneracy (so you don’t stay in S(0,2)), but then moving
quickly on the timescale of "N to the far detuned position so that you stay in
S(1,1) rather than the ground state of the system.
3. Initial state is | #$%& | $#%, state evolves as | #$%& ei!N t| $#%. After time t1
state is (T0 + S)& ei!N t1(T0 & S).
4. After time t1 reproject on S(1,1).

Spin echo:

1
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= I2
dc + 2IdcI0sin("t) + sin2("t)

!s = 50µm

Density: # = mass
volume

Static fluids: Inside a fluid, if point 1 is lower than point 2 by a distance h, the pressure P1 = P2 + #gh

Moving fluids: For two points along a streamline, assuming zero viscosity and compressability, P1 +
#gh1 + 1

2#v2
1 = P2 + #gh2 + 1

2#v2
2, where h1 is the height of point 1, v1 is the velocity at point 1, etc.

Definitions:
1. For decoupled electrons, | #$% is the ground state and | $#% is "N higher in energy.
2. S is defined as | #$% & | $#%, and T0 is | #$%+ | $#%.
3. This means that | #$% is S + T0, and | $#% is T0 & S.

T2* measurement:

1. Start in S(0,2).
2. Adiabatic transfer to S(1,1) far detuned, where S(1,1) is not an eigenstate.
This adiabatic transfer implies moving slower than tunnel coupling through
the S(0,2)-S(1,1) degeneracy (so you don’t stay in S(0,2)), but then moving
quickly on the timescale of "N to the far detuned position so that you stay in
S(1,1) rather than the ground state of the system.
3. Initial state is | #$%& | $#%, state evolves as | #$%& ei!N t| $#%. After time t1
state is (T0 + S)& ei!N t1(T0 & S).
4. After time t1 reproject on S(1,1).

Spin echo:

1

Finite channels
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Density: " = mass
volume

Static fluids: Inside a fluid, if point 1 is lower than point 2 by a distance h, the pressure P1 = P2 + "gh

Moving fluids: For two points along a streamline, assuming zero viscosity and compressability, P1 +
"gh1 + 1

2"v2
1 = P2 + "gh2 + 1

2"v2
2, where h1 is the height of point 1, v1 is the velocity at point 1, etc.

Definitions:
1. For decoupled electrons, | "#$ is the ground state and | #"$ is #N higher in energy.
2. S is defined as | "#$ % | #"$, and T0 is | "#$+ | #"$.
3. This means that | "#$ is S + T0, and | #"$ is T0 % S.

T2* measurement:

1. Start in S(0,2).
2. Adiabatic transfer to S(1,1) far detuned, where S(1,1) is not an eigenstate.
This adiabatic transfer implies moving slower than tunnel coupling through
the S(0,2)-S(1,1) degeneracy (so you don’t stay in S(0,2)), but then moving
quickly on the timescale of #N to the far detuned position so that you stay in
S(1,1) rather than the ground state of the system.
3. Initial state is | "#$% | #"$, state evolves as | "#$% ei!N t| #"$. After time t1
state is (T0 + S)% ei!N t1(T0 % S).
4. After time t1 reproject on S(1,1).

Spin echo:

1. Start in S(0,2).
2. Adiabatic transfer to S(1,1) far detuned, where S(1,1) is not an eigenstate
as above.
3. State evolves as | "#$%ei!N t| #"$. After time t1 state is (T0+S)%ei!N t1(T0%
S).
4. After time t1, pulse fast to position with S, T0 eigenstates and J splitting
(S is ground state). You know J at this value of detuning from ”spin funnel.”
State is initially (T0 + S) % ei!N t1(T0 % S), and evolves as (eiJtT0 + S) %
ei!N t1(eiJtT0 % S).
5. After time t2 = $/J , state is (%T0 + S) % ei!N t1(%T0 % S) which is %| #"
$+ ei!N t1 | "#$. Pulse back to far detuned position.
6. State evolves as %ei!N t| #"$ + ei!N t1 | "#$. After time t = t1 the state
| "#$ % | #"$ has reemerged (times a global phase factor of ei!N t1).
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Density: # = mass
volume

Static fluids: Inside a fluid, if point 1 is lower than point 2 by a distance h, the pressure P1 = P2 + #gh

Moving fluids: For two points along a streamline, assuming zero viscosity and compressability, P1 +
#gh1 + 1

2#v2
1 = P2 + #gh2 + 1

2#v2
2, where h1 is the height of point 1, v1 is the velocity at point 1, etc.

Definitions:
1. For decoupled electrons, | #$% is the ground state and | $#% is "N higher in energy.
2. S is defined as | #$% & | $#%, and T0 is | #$%+ | $#%.
3. This means that | #$% is S + T0, and | $#% is T0 & S.

T2* measurement:

1. Start in S(0,2).
2. Adiabatic transfer to S(1,1) far detuned, where S(1,1) is not an eigenstate.
This adiabatic transfer implies moving slower than tunnel coupling through
the S(0,2)-S(1,1) degeneracy (so you don’t stay in S(0,2)), but then moving
quickly on the timescale of "N to the far detuned position so that you stay in
S(1,1) rather than the ground state of the system.
3. Initial state is | #$%& | $#%, state evolves as | #$%& ei!N t| $#%. After time t1
state is (T0 + S)& ei!N t1(T0 & S).
4. After time t1 reproject on S(1,1).

Spin echo:

1

Finite channels
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Definitions:
1. For decoupled electrons, | "#$ is the ground state and | #"$ is #N higher in energy.
2. S is defined as | "#$ % | #"$, and T0 is | "#$+ | #"$.
3. This means that | "#$ is S + T0, and | #"$ is T0 % S.

T2* measurement:

1. Start in S(0,2).
2. Adiabatic transfer to S(1,1) far detuned, where S(1,1) is not an eigenstate.
This adiabatic transfer implies moving slower than tunnel coupling through
the S(0,2)-S(1,1) degeneracy (so you don’t stay in S(0,2)), but then moving
quickly on the timescale of #N to the far detuned position so that you stay in
S(1,1) rather than the ground state of the system.
3. Initial state is | "#$% | #"$, state evolves as | "#$% ei!N t| #"$. After time t1
state is (T0 + S)% ei!N t1(T0 % S).
4. After time t1 reproject on S(1,1).

Spin echo:

1. Start in S(0,2).
2. Adiabatic transfer to S(1,1) far detuned, where S(1,1) is not an eigenstate
as above.
3. State evolves as | "#$%ei!N t| #"$. After time t1 state is (T0+S)%ei!N t1(T0%
S).
4. After time t1, pulse fast to position with S, T0 eigenstates and J splitting
(S is ground state). You know J at this value of detuning from ”spin funnel.”
State is initially (T0 + S) % ei!N t1(T0 % S), and evolves as (eiJtT0 + S) %
ei!N t1(eiJtT0 % S).
5. After time t2 = $/J , state is (%T0 + S) % ei!N t1(%T0 % S) which is %| #"
$+ ei!N t1 | "#$. Pulse back to far detuned position.
6. State evolves as %ei!N t| #"$ + ei!N t1 | "#$. After time t = t1 the state
| "#$ % | #"$ has reemerged (times a global phase factor of ei!N t1).
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µ = 4# 106cm2/V s

$ mfp ! 50µm

V " P " I2

= (Idc + I0sin(#t))2

= I2
dc + 2IdcI0sin(#t) + sin2(#t)

"s = 50µm

Density: $ = mass
volume

Static fluids: Inside a fluid, if point 1 is lower than point 2 by a distance h, the pressure P1 = P2 + $gh

Moving fluids: For two points along a streamline, assuming zero viscosity and compressability, P1 +
$gh1 + 1

2$v2
1 = P2 + $gh2 + 1

2$v2
2, where h1 is the height of point 1, v1 is the velocity at point 1, etc.

Definitions:
1. For decoupled electrons, | %&' is the ground state and | &%' is #N higher in energy.
2. S is defined as | %&' ( | &%', and T0 is | %&'+ | &%'.
3. This means that | %&' is S + T0, and | &%' is T0 ( S.

T2* measurement:

1. Start in S(0,2).
2. Adiabatic transfer to S(1,1) far detuned, where S(1,1) is not an eigenstate.
This adiabatic transfer implies moving slower than tunnel coupling through
the S(0,2)-S(1,1) degeneracy (so you don’t stay in S(0,2)), but then moving
quickly on the timescale of #N to the far detuned position so that you stay in
S(1,1) rather than the ground state of the system.
3. Initial state is | %&'( | &%', state evolves as | %&'( ei!N t| &%'. After time t1
state is (T0 + S)( ei!N t1(T0 ( S).
4. After time t1 reproject on S(1,1).

Spin echo:

1

How does this depend on:
Magnetic field?
Electron-electron interactions?
Nonequilibrium chemical potential?
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Contact Polarization

Vspin(x) ! Iinj
R
2LPinjPdet!se
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!s

!s = 50µm

Density: " = mass
volume

Static fluids: Inside a fluid, if point 1 is lower than point 2 by a distance h, the pressure P1 = P2 + "gh

Moving fluids: For two points along a streamline, assuming zero viscosity and compressability, P1 +
"gh1 + 1

2"v2
1 = P2 + "gh2 + 1

2"v2
2, where h1 is the height of point 1, v1 is the velocity at point 1, etc.

Definitions:
1. For decoupled electrons, | "#$ is the ground state and | #"$ is #N higher in energy.
2. S is defined as | "#$ % | #"$, and T0 is | "#$+ | #"$.
3. This means that | "#$ is S + T0, and | #"$ is T0 % S.

T2* measurement:

1. Start in S(0,2).
2. Adiabatic transfer to S(1,1) far detuned, where S(1,1) is not an eigenstate.
This adiabatic transfer implies moving slower than tunnel coupling through
the S(0,2)-S(1,1) degeneracy (so you don’t stay in S(0,2)), but then moving
quickly on the timescale of #N to the far detuned position so that you stay in
S(1,1) rather than the ground state of the system.
3. Initial state is | "#$% | #"$, state evolves as | "#$% ei!N t| #"$. After time t1
state is (T0 + S)% ei!N t1(T0 % S).
4. After time t1 reproject on S(1,1).

Spin echo:

1. Start in S(0,2).
2. Adiabatic transfer to S(1,1) far detuned, where S(1,1) is not an eigenstate
as above.
3. State evolves as | "#$%ei!N t| #"$. After time t1 state is (T0+S)%ei!N t1(T0%
S).
4. After time t1, pulse fast to position with S, T0 eigenstates and J splitting
(S is ground state). You know J at this value of detuning from ”spin funnel.”
State is initially (T0 + S) % ei!N t1(T0 % S), and evolves as (eiJtT0 + S) %
ei!N t1(eiJtT0 % S).
5. After time t2 = $/J , state is (%T0 + S) % ei!N t1(%T0 % S) which is %| #"
$+ ei!N t1 | "#$. Pulse back to far detuned position.
6. State evolves as %ei!N t| #"$ + ei!N t1 | "#$. After time t = t1 the state
| "#$ % | #"$ has reemerged (times a global phase factor of ei!N t1).

1
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Contact Polarization
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R
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!s = 50µm

Density: " = mass
volume

Static fluids: Inside a fluid, if point 1 is lower than point 2 by a distance h, the pressure P1 = P2 + "gh

Moving fluids: For two points along a streamline, assuming zero viscosity and compressability, P1 +
"gh1 + 1

2"v2
1 = P2 + "gh2 + 1

2"v2
2, where h1 is the height of point 1, v1 is the velocity at point 1, etc.

Definitions:
1. For decoupled electrons, | "#$ is the ground state and | #"$ is #N higher in energy.
2. S is defined as | "#$ % | #"$, and T0 is | "#$+ | #"$.
3. This means that | "#$ is S + T0, and | #"$ is T0 % S.

T2* measurement:

1. Start in S(0,2).
2. Adiabatic transfer to S(1,1) far detuned, where S(1,1) is not an eigenstate.
This adiabatic transfer implies moving slower than tunnel coupling through
the S(0,2)-S(1,1) degeneracy (so you don’t stay in S(0,2)), but then moving
quickly on the timescale of #N to the far detuned position so that you stay in
S(1,1) rather than the ground state of the system.
3. Initial state is | "#$% | #"$, state evolves as | "#$% ei!N t| #"$. After time t1
state is (T0 + S)% ei!N t1(T0 % S).
4. After time t1 reproject on S(1,1).

Spin echo:

1. Start in S(0,2).
2. Adiabatic transfer to S(1,1) far detuned, where S(1,1) is not an eigenstate
as above.
3. State evolves as | "#$%ei!N t| #"$. After time t1 state is (T0+S)%ei!N t1(T0%
S).
4. After time t1, pulse fast to position with S, T0 eigenstates and J splitting
(S is ground state). You know J at this value of detuning from ”spin funnel.”
State is initially (T0 + S) % ei!N t1(T0 % S), and evolves as (eiJtT0 + S) %
ei!N t1(eiJtT0 % S).
5. After time t2 = $/J , state is (%T0 + S) % ei!N t1(%T0 % S) which is %| #"
$+ ei!N t1 | "#$. Pulse back to far detuned position.
6. State evolves as %ei!N t| #"$ + ei!N t1 | "#$. After time t = t1 the state
| "#$ % | #"$ has reemerged (times a global phase factor of ei!N t1).

1
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ne = 1.4# 1011cm!2

µ = 4# 106cm2/V s

$ mfp ! 50µm

V " P " I2

= (Idc + I0sin(#t))2

= I2
dc + 2IdcI0sin(#t) + sin2(#t)

"s = 50µm

Density: $ = mass
volume

Static fluids: Inside a fluid, if point 1 is lower than point 2 by a distance h, the pressure P1 = P2 + $gh

Moving fluids: For two points along a streamline, assuming zero viscosity and compressability, P1 +
$gh1 + 1

2$v2
1 = P2 + $gh2 + 1

2$v2
2, where h1 is the height of point 1, v1 is the velocity at point 1, etc.

Definitions:
1. For decoupled electrons, | %&' is the ground state and | &%' is #N higher in energy.
2. S is defined as | %&' ( | &%', and T0 is | %&'+ | &%'.
3. This means that | %&' is S + T0, and | &%' is T0 ( S.

T2* measurement:

1. Start in S(0,2).
2. Adiabatic transfer to S(1,1) far detuned, where S(1,1) is not an eigenstate.
This adiabatic transfer implies moving slower than tunnel coupling through
the S(0,2)-S(1,1) degeneracy (so you don’t stay in S(0,2)), but then moving
quickly on the timescale of #N to the far detuned position so that you stay in
S(1,1) rather than the ground state of the system.
3. Initial state is | %&'( | &%', state evolves as | %&'( ei!N t| &%'. After time t1
state is (T0 + S)( ei!N t1(T0 ( S).
4. After time t1 reproject on S(1,1).

Spin echo:

1
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Absolute magnitude of spin signal
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R
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!s = 50µm

Density: " = mass
volume

Static fluids: Inside a fluid, if point 1 is lower than point 2 by a distance h, the pressure P1 = P2 + "gh

Moving fluids: For two points along a streamline, assuming zero viscosity and compressability, P1 +
"gh1 + 1

2"v2
1 = P2 + "gh2 + 1

2"v2
2, where h1 is the height of point 1, v1 is the velocity at point 1, etc.

Definitions:
1. For decoupled electrons, | "#$ is the ground state and | #"$ is #N higher in energy.
2. S is defined as | "#$ % | #"$, and T0 is | "#$+ | #"$.
3. This means that | "#$ is S + T0, and | #"$ is T0 % S.

T2* measurement:

1. Start in S(0,2).
2. Adiabatic transfer to S(1,1) far detuned, where S(1,1) is not an eigenstate.
This adiabatic transfer implies moving slower than tunnel coupling through
the S(0,2)-S(1,1) degeneracy (so you don’t stay in S(0,2)), but then moving
quickly on the timescale of #N to the far detuned position so that you stay in
S(1,1) rather than the ground state of the system.
3. Initial state is | "#$% | #"$, state evolves as | "#$% ei!N t| #"$. After time t1
state is (T0 + S)% ei!N t1(T0 % S).
4. After time t1 reproject on S(1,1).

Spin echo:

1. Start in S(0,2).
2. Adiabatic transfer to S(1,1) far detuned, where S(1,1) is not an eigenstate
as above.
3. State evolves as | "#$%ei!N t| #"$. After time t1 state is (T0+S)%ei!N t1(T0%
S).
4. After time t1, pulse fast to position with S, T0 eigenstates and J splitting
(S is ground state). You know J at this value of detuning from ”spin funnel.”
State is initially (T0 + S) % ei!N t1(T0 % S), and evolves as (eiJtT0 + S) %
ei!N t1(eiJtT0 % S).
5. After time t2 = $/J , state is (%T0 + S) % ei!N t1(%T0 % S) which is %| #"
$+ ei!N t1 | "#$. Pulse back to far detuned position.
6. State evolves as %ei!N t| #"$ + ei!N t1 | "#$. After time t = t1 the state
| "#$ % | #"$ has reemerged (times a global phase factor of ei!N t1).

1

Spin current flows to the left and 
right.   Absolute magnitude 
depends on device details (not 
fully diffusive!).

E.g. perpendicular field  of 
50-100mT can strongly enhance 
or suppress spin current 
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Other Nonlocal Signals

Thermoelectric Voltage (?)
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V " P " I2

= (Idc + I0sin("t))2

= I2
dc + 2IdcI0sin("t) + sin2("t)

!s = 50µm

Density: # = mass
volume

Static fluids: Inside a fluid, if point 1 is lower than point 2 by a distance h, the pressure P1 = P2 + #gh

Moving fluids: For two points along a streamline, assuming zero viscosity and compressability, P1 +
#gh1 + 1

2#v2
1 = P2 + #gh2 + 1

2#v2
2, where h1 is the height of point 1, v1 is the velocity at point 1, etc.

Definitions:
1. For decoupled electrons, | #$% is the ground state and | $#% is "N higher in energy.
2. S is defined as | #$% & | $#%, and T0 is | #$%+ | $#%.
3. This means that | #$% is S + T0, and | $#% is T0 & S.

T2* measurement:

1. Start in S(0,2).
2. Adiabatic transfer to S(1,1) far detuned, where S(1,1) is not an eigenstate.
This adiabatic transfer implies moving slower than tunnel coupling through
the S(0,2)-S(1,1) degeneracy (so you don’t stay in S(0,2)), but then moving
quickly on the timescale of "N to the far detuned position so that you stay in
S(1,1) rather than the ground state of the system.
3. Initial state is | #$%& | $#%, state evolves as | #$%& ei!N t| $#%. After time t1
state is (T0 + S)& ei!N t1(T0 & S).
4. After time t1 reproject on S(1,1).

Spin echo:

1

Lockin 
measurement
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Other Nonlocal Signals

Thermoelectric Voltage (?)
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V " P " I2

= (Idc + I0sin("t))2

= I2
dc + 2IdcI0sin("t) + sin2("t)

!s = 50µm

Density: # = mass
volume

Static fluids: Inside a fluid, if point 1 is lower than point 2 by a distance h, the pressure P1 = P2 + #gh

Moving fluids: For two points along a streamline, assuming zero viscosity and compressability, P1 +
#gh1 + 1

2#v2
1 = P2 + #gh2 + 1

2#v2
2, where h1 is the height of point 1, v1 is the velocity at point 1, etc.

Definitions:
1. For decoupled electrons, | #$% is the ground state and | $#% is "N higher in energy.
2. S is defined as | #$% & | $#%, and T0 is | #$%+ | $#%.
3. This means that | #$% is S + T0, and | $#% is T0 & S.

T2* measurement:

1. Start in S(0,2).
2. Adiabatic transfer to S(1,1) far detuned, where S(1,1) is not an eigenstate.
This adiabatic transfer implies moving slower than tunnel coupling through
the S(0,2)-S(1,1) degeneracy (so you don’t stay in S(0,2)), but then moving
quickly on the timescale of "N to the far detuned position so that you stay in
S(1,1) rather than the ground state of the system.
3. Initial state is | #$%& | $#%, state evolves as | #$%& ei!N t| $#%. After time t1
state is (T0 + S)& ei!N t1(T0 & S).
4. After time t1 reproject on S(1,1).

Spin echo:

1
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Other Nonlocal Signals

Thermoelectric Voltage (?)
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= (Idc + I0sin("t))2

= I2
dc + 2IdcI0sin("t) + sin2("t)

!s = 50µm

Density: # = mass
volume

Static fluids: Inside a fluid, if point 1 is lower than point 2 by a distance h, the pressure P1 = P2 + #gh

Moving fluids: For two points along a streamline, assuming zero viscosity and compressability, P1 +
#gh1 + 1

2#v2
1 = P2 + #gh2 + 1

2#v2
2, where h1 is the height of point 1, v1 is the velocity at point 1, etc.

Definitions:
1. For decoupled electrons, | #$% is the ground state and | $#% is "N higher in energy.
2. S is defined as | #$% & | $#%, and T0 is | #$%+ | $#%.
3. This means that | #$% is S + T0, and | $#% is T0 & S.

T2* measurement:

1. Start in S(0,2).
2. Adiabatic transfer to S(1,1) far detuned, where S(1,1) is not an eigenstate.
This adiabatic transfer implies moving slower than tunnel coupling through
the S(0,2)-S(1,1) degeneracy (so you don’t stay in S(0,2)), but then moving
quickly on the timescale of "N to the far detuned position so that you stay in
S(1,1) rather than the ground state of the system.
3. Initial state is | #$%& | $#%, state evolves as | #$%& ei!N t| $#%. After time t1
state is (T0 + S)& ei!N t1(T0 & S).
4. After time t1 reproject on S(1,1).

Spin echo:
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see also Lerescu, 
van Wees et al
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Other Nonlocal Signals
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Spin signal dominates over other nonlocal signals, 
and most other signals disappear for T>500mK
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Conclusions:

• Electrical generation and detection of spin currents

• Long mean free path enables spin transfer over long 
distances

• Spin relaxation length can be determined independent of 
contact polarization characteristics

• Flexibility of gated channel geometry in 2D electron gas 
provides a tool to study spin relaxation over a wide range of  
parameters (temperature,  field,  density,  # of modes in 
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